ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

23
The most effective source of information describing a landslide event extension and magnitude in a given 24 region is an event landslide inventory map (eLIM). An eLIM is a key input to derive landslide hazard 25 and risk maps, and its preparation require effective monitoring and fast, cost-efficient mapping tools. LiDAR data for automatic landslide mapping is beyond the scope of this work, mainly because it is not 35 suitable for use within the approach described here, and will not be discussed.
36
Automatic and semi-automatic landslide mapping require image classification methods, including In the first step, we define the function g ls whose values represent the ML distance of each pixel 68 from the landslide class, providing a pixel-by-pixel measure of the presence or absence of new landslides.
69
The g ls function is obtained measuring changes occurred between a pre-and a post-event image, using In the second step, a map is generated by evaluating the g ls function in each pixel of the study area.
74
Then the g ls map pixels are classified as "landslide" or "no landslide", either by: (i) thresholding the 75 g ls values, i.e., selecting as landslides the pixels with g ls values larger than a single threshold value over 76 the whole study area; (ii) using multiple threshold values, within square and rectangular subsets of the 77 g ls map; (iii) as in (ii), but replacing regular subsets with irregular SU polygons, thus introducing local 78 geomorphological information.
79
In the first step, the innovative feature is represented by the fact that we only aim at defining the 80 landslide class, thus we only need to train the procedure once. In the test case of Alvioli et al. (2018), the 81 calibration area was selected in only one (big) landslide, for a total of 421 pixels (about 10,000 m 2 out of 82 about 1,000 km 2 ) in the stack of changes.
83
In the second step, the core innovation of the procedure is the application of thresholding g ls values
84
within a large number of subsets of the study area, singled out either with and without a topographic at some g ls value denoted as M. The first approximation to a binary classification of the g ls values is to 95 flag as "landslide" the pixels with M < g ls < 0, and to flag as "no-landslide" the remaining pixels.
96
The next approximation we discuss consists in tracing a grid onto the g ls map, calculate a histogram of the various actions required to achieve multi-threshold classification.
144
In preparing the g ls function map, we combined three indices embodying both radiometric (∆NDVI 
151
In conclusion, we argue that the improved performance and limited training requirements of the 
